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Statement Foyer

SAGE AND
GINGER

sageandginger.com
The foyer was designed in the
spirit of a landmark boutique
hotel lounge, where the vibe is
classic, yet current. The look
was achieved with classic
furniture pieces mixed with bold
art, jewel tones and luxe fabrics.
“My favorite feature is the grand
chandelier. Polished rock crystals
that mimic blooming flower buds
on gold branches is not what
you would expect to find in the
foyer of a traditional colonial
home,” says Emily Fuhrman of
Sage and Ginger. “The piece
embodies the homeowner’s
eclectic spirit and personifies her
botanical obsession. It also
beautifully marries drama,
elegance, bravado and whimsy.”
The key design element was the
art. Fuhrman painted the
paneled walls a crisp, clean
bright white to serve as the
backdrop for the unexpected
and fun range of art displayed.
Picture lights above each
piece add warmth.

DOUGLAS
VANDERHORN
ARCHITECTS

vanderhornarchitects.com
A playful nautical theme
resonates throughout this
lower-level entertainment space,
where broad openings separate
different activity zones.
Emanating from a generous hall,
the rec room features a sleek
glass-enclosed wine wall as the
backdrop for table tennis.
Toward the southeast walkout is
an arcade collection, including
an antique 1937 World Series
baseball game, 1980s pinball,
foosball table and current
games. Toward the northeast, a
stainless steel bar, ping-pong,
a TV lounge and a children’s play
space. Arch-top French doors
open to a pool terrace and the
teak wet bar features glass
upper cabinets and open
shelving, with a grouping of
nautical pendant light.
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